
Q®
 – And light becomes smart.

www.paul-neuhaus.de
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Light is responsible for many physiological processes in the human body. It governs our daily routine,  

influences our concentration and can have a relaxing, calming or invigorating effect. Bright/dark data  

gets absorbed by our eyes and stimulates in our brain the production of messengers that control  

how we feel and influence what we do. During the ‚dark season‘ many people often get too little light. 

This lack of light has a major influence on our emotional state and our productivity and can lead to sleep  

problems and disgruntlement.

Using the Paul Neuhaus intelligent Q-lighting control system, you can individually adjust domestic  

lighting to your needs and set the amount of light and lighting colour that you need for a cosy sense  

of well-being at any given time of year or that is necessary for certain activities, such as working,  

cooking, relaxing, etc. Using remote control, the lights can be dimmed and seamlessly altered in the RGB 

colour change mode. All Q-light fittings are ZigBee compatible and can be easily integrated into existing 

smart media control systems – lights, coffee machine, blinds, hi-fi, TV, etc. can then all be controlled  

digitally via one central controller, e.g. a smart phone or tablet.
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Why is light so important to 

our sense of well-being?

Daylight Light of appr. 5,000 Kelvin stops the production of sleep 
hormones, stimulates the ability to concentrate, makes  
you active and has an invigorating effect

Warm white light Light of appr. 2,700 Kelvin has a relaxing effect,  
stimulates a sense of well-being and heightens  
enjoyment and joie de vivre

Weak cold light Feels threatening and unwelcoming

Weak warm light Feels calming and cosy, encourages  
deep relaxation and creates a  
chill-out atmosphere
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How coloured light can affect people
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2700 K 4000 K 5000 K 

relaxed neutral active

A lighting mix of red and green helps  
to fend off gloomy vibes.

When working – bright light so  
that you can concentrate better.

In the morning bright light for waking up … … in the evening warm light for chilling out.

Pink   Soothing/romantic

Red to orange   Warming/invigorating

Yellow   Relaxing/cheerful

Green  Inspiring/fostering creativity

Blue Calming/pain-relieving

Brown   Snug/cosy



Developed by the Paul Neuhaus GmbH, Q is an intelligent lighting control system, with which lights 

and light bulbs can be immediately and independently controlled via the Q remote control unit supplied 

with it or integrated into any existing ZigBee system and operated via smart media devices.

You can start to use Q light fittings and bulbs right away, without any additional installation work or 

expenditure. Using the remote control unit supplied, you can create inexpensive, simple lighting scenes 

and control the lighting in your living room. You can choose, for instance, from over 16 million shades -  

all from the comfort of your sofa!

Q light fittings and bulbs can be  
controlled using the Q remote 
control unit supplied, the Q- 
Control RC unit (available  
as an accessory) or smart media 
devices via ZigBee compatibility.

warm white

Q® is your ZigBee-compatible lighting 

assistant for the home
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Q® controls the light by remote 

control or smart media*

The innovative Q lighting control system is ZigBee-compatible, which means that Q light fittings and  

bulbs can be integrated into existing ZigBee systems and controlled via smart media devices.  

On top of that, however, each Q product also has its own remote control unit, with which the light can 

be controlled and programmed. 

This is the most affordable way to control domestic lighting and to save simple lighting scenes. Using 

the remote control unit, you can operate individual lights or lighting groups (up to 20 individual light 

fittings / Q bulbs formed into up to 3 groups), alter brightness and colour and save the settings. Using 

the light fitting‘s existing wall switch / on-off switch, you can restore the factory settings at any time.

ZigBee-compatible lighting control via smart media devices

Through integration into existing ZigBee systems the Q light fittings and bulbs are able to do even  

more. Using an app, the Q products can be integrated via a ZigBee bridge into a lighting scene  

management system, which can control up to 50 sources of light. Custom lighting functions are  

thus possible, e.g. Wake, Alarm, Read, Atmosphere etc., and the light can be set on an even more 

bespoke basis to suit your own lifestyle.

* Connection to smart media devices possible via existing  
 ZigBee systems and appropriate app.
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The remote control makes programming the lighting groups child’s  
play and it can be modified at any time. The Q  lights / Q bulbs 
automatically store the latest selected setting. 

A third-party ZigBee bridge 
enables Q lights to be controlled 
by smart media devices

blend mode

warm white red

green blue

on/off

bright/dark

RGB control

color 
selection

pure white control

1-3 lighting  
groups can be 
programmed
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Light is responsible for many physiological processes in the human body. It governs our daily routine, 

influences our concentration and can have a relaxing, calming or invigorating effect. Bright/dark data 

gets absorbed by our eyes and stimulates in our brain the production of messengers that control how 

we feel and influence what we do. During the ‚dark season‘ many people get too little light. This lack of 

light has a major influence on our emotional state and our productivity and can lead to sleep problems 

and disgruntlement.

With the Q CCT (Correlated Colour Temperature) lighting management system, you control your light 

just as you wish – sometimes brighter, sometimes darker – sometimes warmer, sometimes cooler – just 

as your personal daily rhythm needs, your activities require or your mood desires.

With CCT-controlled Q lights, the colour temperature can be seamlessly changed from daylight (5000 

Kelvin) to warm white (2700 Kelvin). The light can also be dimmed without changing the colour  

temperature. The desired lighting effect is set and/or saved using the remote control unit supplied with 

the light or via the relevant ZigBee integration.
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Q® CCT – from warm white to daylight, 

seamlessly controllable!
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The remote control makes 
programming the lighting 
groups child’s play and it 
can be modified at any 
time. The Q  lights /Q bulbs 
automatically store the  
latest selected setting. 

2700 K 4000 K 5000 K 

warm white neutral white Daylight
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2700 K 4000 K 5000 K 

Warm white light: with a high 
proportion of yellow, similar to 
early morning or late afternoon 
sunlight. It creates a cosy  
atmosphere and increases the 
sense of well-being. This setting  
is ideal for relaxing.

Neutral white light: this light 
setting heightens the contrasts 
in living areas and strengthens 
neutral perception of colour. It 
produces a clearer, more beautiful 
rendering of your home and is 
perfect for doing housework, 
decorating, etc.

Daylight: a high proportion of 
blue boosts concentration and 
attentiveness. It is ideal light for 
reading and working, is gentle on 
the eyes and stops you getting 
tired too quickly.

2700 K

3500 K

4000 K

5000 K blend
mode

Daylightwarm white

on/off

bright/dark

CCT controlpure white control

color selection1-3 lighting  
groups can be 
programmed
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Lighting scene management using Q® remote control

and the Busch-Jaeger ZigBee Light Link controller
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In combination with the Busch-Jaeger ZigBee Light Link controller and the Paul Neuhaus Q remote control 

system, domestic lighting achieves a new level of scene management. The Busch-Jaeger controller can be 

integrated into the 230V domestic wiring system without any complicated installation or drilling work by 

replacing the old wall switch or in battery-operated mode simply by sticking it onto any space on the wall. 

Programming lighting scenes with and without smart media devices

Together with Q remote control and Q lights and/or Q bulbs, lighting scenes can now be programmed 

without using smart media devices. The Q remote control unit is paired with the Busch-Jaeger controller 

and the individual Q lights are set as desired by means of Q remote control. These lighting settings / 

scenes can then be saved to the different buttons. You are then able to turn your domestic lighting on 

and off as usual via wall switch (Busch-Jaeger controller) and activate the pre-programmed lighting scene. 

Busch-Jaeger controllers and the Q remote control system can also be integrated into ZigBee-compatible 

gateway configurations.

Two, who get on well – 
using the Busch-Jaeger ZigBee Light  
Link controller and the Paul Neuhaus  
Q remote control system, lighting  
scenes can be programmed   
without smart media devices.
Busch-Jaeger products are
available from electricians.
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Q®-Lighting scene management with 

the new Q® Control RC unit
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The newly developed Q Control RC unit is an enhancement of the existing standard remote control unit 

(included with Q light fittings) and a useful accessory for lighting scene management. It enables even 

easier control of up to 50 Q light fittings or bulbs, which get combined into up to 6 lighting groups. 

Thanks to its clear layout, it is even simpler to control the individual Q lights and to save up to 4 lighting 

scenes.

The ZigBee-compatible Q Control RC unit can also be integrated into existing ZigBee systems and is the 

perfect addition to supplement smart media devices.

The redesigned Q Control RC  
unit has an aluminium case and thanks 
to the clearly laid-out buttons is even 
easier to operate. The RGB management 
can be controlled via a sensor field. 
Alternatively, the basic colours and  
the automatic colour change can be 
controlled via the P button.

The ZigBee-compatible Q  Control RC 
unit has an integrated rechargeable  
battery for its power supply and can be  
charged using a USB cable (not included)  
with a type C connection. An adapter 
from USB type C to micro USB is included 
with the unit. 

Incl. adapter 
from USB type C 
to micro USB
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7202-21 Q-Control Funkfernbedienung/radio remote control, 
ZigBee kompatibel/ ZigBee compatible,  170 x 40, † 7 u|

Feel-good lighting –  

easily controlled via remote control
RGB control

aluminum case

1-6 lighting groups  
can be programmed

Basic RGB colours and  
automatic colour change

on

bright

reset

cool white control

remote control  
on/off

All lighting groups 
are controlled  
together

Blend mode

off

dark

pure white control

Lighting scene  
control with four-
scene memory

USB connection type C for charging cable
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Weitere Informationen zu unserem 
Q-Sortiment finden Sie unter 
http://www.paul-neuhaus.de/de/q.html

Further information about the Q range:
http://www.paul-neuhaus.de/de/q.html

Weitere Sprachversionen finden Sie unter
http://www.paul-neuhaus.de/de/q_int.html

More language versions:
http://www.paul-neuhaus.de/de/q_int.html

Q® Smart Home Lights
ist eine Marke der

Paul Neuhaus GmbH 
Olakenweg 36
D-59457 Werl

www.paul-neuhaus.de

Telefon: +49  (0)  29  22-97  21- 0
Telefax: +49  (0)  29  22-97  21-9120

info@paul-neuhaus.de


